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WHO WAS NICCOLO` MACHIAVELLI?
Una questione che forse
Non si chiudera` mai:
La questione di Machiavelli.
(B. Croce)1

It is with this quotation from Croce that Isaiah Berlin ended his ground-breaking
essay, “The Originality of Machiavelli” 2, in which he attempted to distinguish if not
explain, the many different and often contradictory types of interpretations to which
Machiavelli’s works had been subjected in the more than 400 years since his death.
As a Fulbright student at the University of Florence in 1954-55, I was myself
subjected to a diversity of interpretations in a “corso singolo” entitled “Machiavelli e
gli Anti-Machiavellisti.”

Since that time the profusion of works adding to that

diversity has only increased, almost in direct relationship to the lack of consensus
which has prevailed. Virtually every line, every “jot and tittle” of every letter, play,
poem, essay, as well as every book, history and “prayer” that he ever wrote, has
been subjected to such minuscule scrutiny that no one else undergoing such scrutiny
today could ever possibly hope to survive the types of accusations and denunciations
as well as applause—running the gamut from proto-fascist to proto-liberal---to
which he has been subjected.3

It is not the purpose of this volume, however, to attempt to reduce the confusion or
present any single harmonious viewpoint or explanation of Machiavelli’s mindset or
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approach to politics, but rather to add another dimension to the discussion, that of
feminism. In this volume we hope we have collected every major strand of feminist
thought on “la questione di Machiavelli” to enable the reader to see how feminists
generally, have been responding over the past few decades to the “modern” (or
“proto-modern”) approach to political thought which he represents. 4 This collection
is not exhaustive, however, since it does not present materials from outside the
English-speaking community. It does demonstrate how at least these feminists have
viewed, reacted to and in some instances adapted for their own purposes, those
political and ethical aspects of his thought which they have found most critical to
their understanding of this time and place.

La Questione di Machiavelli

First, an introduction to the subject of this volume, Niccolo` Machiavelli himself,
and some of the reasons why, while there has been so little agreement over the
interpretation of his works, there has indeed been universal consensus over the
extraordinary impact which he, and/or some version of his thought, has had on
modern political discourse. For it is no exaggeration to say that almost every day
somewhere in the world someone is invoking his name, either as a cautionary
against some particular political action or as a template for understanding
particular events.5
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Also, to attempt to understand the complex and somewhat inconsistent nature of his
political thought as well as his views and attitudes towards women, it is necessary to
consider the circumstances under which his intellectual and psychological formation
occurred—whatever one concludes those views to be. As Pitkin has pointed out 6, so
little is known about Machiavelli’s childhood or family life that one must broaden
the scope of one’s inquiry to include the cultural and political aspects of his times as
well as his private letters and public writings if one wishes to “humanize” this
sometimes “frightening” revolutionary thinker.

Niccolo` Machiavelli was born in 1469 of a minor branch of the Machiavelli family
of Florence, Italy, during a time of transition in Florentine politics from that of a
long-standing republican/communal city-state to one of the petty despotisms which
were in the process of replacing many similar systems throughout northern and
central Italy. The difference was that Florence retained the semblance of republican
institutions throughout this transition (except for the period from 1512 to 1527),
almost until the final blow was delivered by invading armies and the devastating
eight-month siege of the city in 1530.

Florence had also served throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as the
center of ideological upheaval against feudalism and in favor of the civic life (il
vivere civile) or republicanism, led by the humanistic scholars who served as
chancellors of the city during the period in which Florence was engaged in an almost
life and death struggle against the despotic regime of the Visconti of Milan.7
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The

belief in republican liberty was deeply engrained in the citizenry of Florence, even
among the leading merchant families, but especially among the minor guilds (arti)
whose members periodically revolted to obtain greater and greater representation
in the city government.

Machiavelli’s father, Bernardo, was a middle-class jurisconsult and a highlythought-of student of the classics who obtained for his son an excellent education in
Latin. He compiled an index of place names for an edition of Livy’s history of the
early Roman Republic and was given a copy by the publisher for his own library.
The more prominent branch of this family provided numerous elected members of
the Signoria and Priori and at least four Gonfalonieri to the city. 8 Both father and
son witnessed the gradual usurpation of power by the clever scions of the
enormously wealthy Medici banking family, in particular by Cosimo and his
grandson Lorenzo “the Magnificent.” It was a usurpation more de facto than de
jure, conducted basically through the use of influence, money and the manipulation
of the voting process rather than through the overt occupation of any particular
office.

Machiavelli was a child of nine in 1478 when a conspiracy inspired by Pope Sixtus
IV and carried out by the Riarii and their Florentine allies, the Pazzi family (forever
known as the “Pazzi Conspiracy”) against Lorenzo and his brother Giuliano was
perpetrated during High Mass in the Cathedral and resulted in the assassination of
Giuliano and the narrow escape of Lorenzo.
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He could not help seeing the terrible

vengeance wreaked by the citizenry of Florence against the Riarii and the Pazzi
families9 and witnessed the political aftermath in which the lists of candidates for all
city elections were thereafter even more restricted than they had been under
Cosimo.

Machiavelli was a young man of twenty-three when Lorenzo died in 1492, and he
watched somewhat incredulously while Florence succumbed to Savonarola’s
rhetorical powers10 following the French invasion of Italy and the subsequent
expulsion of the Medici in 1494 for having cravenly surrendered to Charles VIII,
virtually without a fight. The loss of the port city of Pisa in the melee further
aggrieved the Florentines against the Medici whom they had earlier so befriended.

The new constitution which Fra Girolamo Savonarola established for the Republic
of Florence11 shortly thereafter was the most democratic of all the republics of
northern Italy, including that of Venice after which it had been partially modeled.
Upon Savonarola’s execution for heresy in the Piazza della Signoria directly in front
of the Palazzo Vecchio in 1498, the Florentines did something heretofore unheard of
in such circumstances: they not only retained the democratic institutions Savonarola
had established, but they strengthened them. And in that same year Machiavelli, a
member of the popolani (popular faction) but not of the piagnoni (“weepers”) or
followers of Savonarola, found himself elected Second Secretary/Chancellor of the
Republic at the ripe old age of 29. Some say he had the help of the new First
Secretary, Marcello Virgilio Adriani, a lecturer at the Studio or University of
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Florence.12 For the next decade-and-a-half Machiavelli continued to be re-elected to
that post until the government itself was overthrown and the Medici reinstated as de
facto rulers of the city in 1512.

For most of that time he served under the administration of Gonfaloniere (Chief
Executive) Piero Soderini, who had previously left the ranks of Savonarola’s
followers in disillusionment. Within a few years after his accession, Soderini was
elected Gonfaloniere a Vita (for life) when the exceedingly short terms of the
members of the Signoria made consistent and coherent foreign policy extremely
difficult to maintain. Machiavelli became Soderini’s chief advisor and preferred
legate to foreign powers because of his brilliant analyses of difficult situations and
his excellent reportage.

Machiavelli’s first important mission as Secretary to the Ten or Second Chancery,
was to the remarkable Countess of Forli`, Madonna Caterina Sforza, in 1499. It
was then that he received his first lesson in diplomacy when a promise made one day
could be broken the next before an agreement could be signed. This woman, for
whom the term “virago” was said to have been invented13, thus taught Machiavelli
what it meant to be a “fox” when one was too weak to be a “lion,” and he rewarded
her with citations of her tactics, successes and losses, in all four of his major political
works.14 Later, when Cesare Borgia failed to fulfill his hopes for a unified Italy, he
thought her son, Giovanni delle Bande Nere might succeed. 15 Instead it was that
lady’s grandson Cosimo dei Medici, who became the first Duke of Tuscany under a
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system of near-permanent division of Italy, rectified only by the upheaval in
European politics that resulted from the French Revolution, the Napoleonic Wars,
the Risorgimento and the dissolution of the Papal States in 1870.16

During the period in which he served the Florentine Republic, Machiavelli was sent
on many diplomatic missions to all the major courts of Europe and Italy. He helped
conduct the war for the re-conquest of Pisa and campaigned vigorously for the
establishment of a citizen army (and succeeded briefly in recruiting a small
contingent of rag-tag peasants from the contado) after seeing the predatory and
treasonous behavior of mercenary troops, the mainstay of many Italian city-states in
this age of large, highly disciplined, well-armed national armies.

He witnessed first hand the brutal tactics of Cesare Borgia in conquering the
renegade cities of the Romagna on behalf of his father, Pope Alexander VI
(including Forli`, the domain of Caterina Sforza), and pronounced the people of
Cesena to be “gratified and awestruck” at the gruesome execution of Remirro de
Orco, Borgia’s first in command, when he wanted to deflect their ire away from
himself and toward his underling for some of the more rapacious activities of his
regime. Machiavelli also recounted Borgia’s carefully devised assassination of a
group of conspirators in the town of Senigallia after inviting them to join him for a
“friendly” meeting—all of which turned out to be grist for Machiavelli’s mill when
he later wrote The Prince.
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This closely studied alliance between the Papacy and a powerful, if unscrupulous
Condottiere (military leader), with the intention of doing for Italy what the rulers of
Spain and France had recently done for their countries—i.e.—the defeat of petty
feudalities and the consolidation of large “statos” into what we today call nationstates, made a profound impression on Machiavelli. It should come as no surprise,
therefore, when, in 1513, a year after he witnessed the fall of the Florentine
Republic, the re-instatement of the Medici, and the election of Giovanni dei Medici
as Pope Leo X, that he should call for just such a combination to lead Italy into what
was rapidly becoming the “modern” world of absolute monarchies.

But before that could happen, Machiavelli was deposed as Second Secretary and
investigated for possible participation in a conspiracy against the new Medici
regime in Florence because of his close connection to Piero Soderini and some of the
conspirators. He was imprisoned, tortured with the strappado18 and released during
the general amnesty that followed the election of Leo X. He was fined and sentenced
to remain in Florentine territory for a year during which time he retreated to his
tiny farm in Sant’Andrea in Percussina near San Casciano just outside the city. He
was recalled from time to time to give an accounting of the monies spent on “his”
militia during his service in office. Machiavelli was now forty-three years of age.

It was during this desperate period in his life that Machiavelli turned to writing the
works on which his reputation is based.

That he was truly conflicted in his

approach to politics is no secret. A dedicated republican at heart and a member of
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the middle class, he was literally impoverished by the loss of his position, and this
former Second Secretary of the Republic was almost reduced to the status of a
servant (tutor) except for the occasional assistance of his friends. Nevertheless he
considered himself to have been a servant of the state rather than of any particular
regime, and proceeded to write a handbook for the new generation of absolute
rulers of Florence in whom he placed his hope, not only for future employment, but
for the unification of Italy.

Machiavelli first addressed The Prince19 to Giuliano dei Medici whom he partially
credited with having assisted in obtaining his release from prison20, and later, to
Lorenzo, the Duke of Urbino, who became the de facto ruler of Florence. It is
reported that the latter gentleman paid more attention to a gift of hunting dogs than
he did to this slender volume.21 Not so for the numerous political leaders who read
it after the author’s death and its publication in 1532. For this little book became
the clarion call of the type of politics that ruptured the traditional bonds between
ethics and politics that had been cited throughout the history of political theory
from the time of Aristotle and Cicero through the Middle Ages and the preeminence of Christianity. In what Botero called “the reason of state” 22, Machiavelli
asserted the separation of the “is” from the “ought” in practical politics23 and paved
the way for the instrumentalism, impersonalism and “rationalism” 24 that has so
characterized “modernism” and its values.
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There is little doubt that Machiavelli paved the way for the secular state, divorced
from any authority than that of the state itself. By redefining Roman virtus as virtu`
and excising the notion of honor and obligation from this practice of “manly” vigor
and power, Machiavelli completely circumvented all appeal to the Christian virtues
upon which the medieval handbooks for the guidance of princes had been written. 26
In adapting the Roman Goddess Fortuna to express not the goodness of nature but
it’s fickleness, Machiavelli undermined the very notion of Divine Providence and
asserted the ability of human will to overcome Fortuna at least “half of the time”.27

This belief in free will was not unique to Machiavelli, of course,
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but the context

was. From now on, a prince’s (or political leader, founder, reformer or even a
republic or state collectively) ability to overcome adversity would depend upon what
actions he, she or they, would be willing to take, good or evil, in the pursuit of their
goals. What mattered was not the immediate evil perpetrated but the ultimate
purpose behind those actions.29 And, much to the confusion of his readers, that
purpose was not evil for evil’s sake, nor or even exclusively self-interest, or the
attainment or maintenance of power30, but the “common good”. Nor was this evil to
be exercised indiscriminately, but through necessity only, and never in so extreme a
31

fashion as to arouse the hatred of the people. And always, the appearance of

goodness (bonta`), or virtue in its Christian sense, was to be maintained.32 At least
that was the strategy Machiavelli believed most successful princes pursued, no
matter what their stated purposes.33
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What upset his readers even more, perhaps, was the implication that religion was
also to be used as a tool of the state. While condemning the activities of some
individual Popes on behalf of their own family interests, and the existence of the
Papal States generally as the principal obstacle to the unification of Italy, he also
condemned the very ethic of Christianity as encouraging people to submit to their
oppressors. And the otium or leisure which enabled everyone from the ancient
Greeks to the medieval monastics to devote their time to contemplation of the
“higher” or “better” aspects of spiritual or intellectual life, he saw as ozio or
laziness. It was the religion of the ancient Romans as established by Numa to bind
those first unruly tribes to the new city-state that he most admired. Action, not
contemplation was the sign of a “virtuous” (having virtu`) ruler.

And yet…and yet, Machiavelli also delivered an oration based on the De Profundis
entitled, “An Exhortation to Penitence”34 before one of the several religious
charitable organizations of the city of which he was a member. The theme, again,
was action, not just repentance, to take away the “opportunity for evil”, through
imitation of the works of St. Francis and St. Jerome and the giving of alms and
doing good toward one’s neighbor.

Was this, too, an exercise in “keeping up

appearances” as some of his critics claim?35

Machiavelli’s poignant appeal in the final chapter of The Prince to the Medici who
now controlled both the Papacy and the city of Florence, to do what the Borgias had
been unable to do—to unite all of Italy under a single standard as had been done in
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France and Spain—invoke to this day a sadness and a regret for “what might have
been”. Likening such a leader to Moses and similar figures of biblical proportions,
he believed that only extraordinary means could prevent the piecemeal
dismemberment of the country by foreign powers and the disintegration of
whatever integrity and dignity the people of Italy might still retain. The corruption
due to weakness was far more obvious to him than whatever goodness may have
been attributed to perceived meekness and humility. And this was the conundrum
facing Machiavelli. For, while he condemned the Church he needed it, but always to
create the political entity necessary, in his view, to the survival of a people.36

And yet…and yet, Machiavelli also proclaimed the superiority of a republic to any
form of monarchy, feudal or absolute. The entire Discourses on the First Ten Books
of Titus Livy
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is a paean to the advantages of the liberty of republics over

principalities, to the judgment of the populace over that of the prince, and to the
need for diversity and what he called the occasional “tumult” (and Jefferson echoed
as “revolution”) for the health and stability of commonwealths. In fact, after many
years of unsuccessfully seeking employment from the new Medici rulers of Florence,
Machiavelli was given a commission by Leo X (through Cardinal Giulio dei Medici,
the future Pope Clement VII, his duly appointed Governor of Florence) in 1520 to
advise them on ways in which the government of the city might be reformed. And it
is here in this document that all the ambiguities of Machiavelli’s thoughts were
clearly delineated.38 For, not only did he advise the Pope on ways in which the rule
of the Medici could be strengthened, he suggested they use the republican
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institutions of Florence to do so! Because, as he said, “…in all cities where the
citizens are accustomed to equality, a princedom cannot be set up …”39 Further, he
stated (either deliberately falsely or very naively) that he knows that the Pope is
“much inclined toward [a republic] and [would] defer to establishing [one].” 40 Was
this the “triumph of hope over experience”, or an attempt to “teach” (or
manipulate) when he could no longer “do”?41

In that same year Machiavelli was given another commission by Leo X to write the
history of Florence42 from its earliest beginnings. He deliberately ended the book
with the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent without criticizing in any way the
methods by which the Medici came into power, because, as he told one of his many
correspondents, he did not feel free to express his own opinions, and “what I am not
willing to say as coming from myself, I shall have his [Cosimo’s] opponents say.”43
It was turned over to the second Medici Pope, Clement VII, in its incomplete form
in 1525.

In 1521 the only (quasi) theoretical book of Machiavelli’s published during his
lifetime, The Art of War, was issued. In it he stressed once again the importance of a
citizen army as a means of rallying the people in defense of the state and of
educating them in the discipline and values of citizenship.44 Of all his works this was
perhaps dearest to his heart, because in it he was able to sum up everything he had
learned from his study of warfare as conducted by the Roman Republic while
adapting it, even in his lifetime, to the battlefields of Renaissance Italy. That much
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of what he wrote was mistaken, ill-conceived45 and insufficiently aware of the
differences in war tactics brought about by the use of artillery, goes without saying.
He nevertheless felt that such an army was absolutely essential to the revival of
virtu` in the people and necessary for the maintenance of the stato.46

During this same period, Machiavelli rejoined the community of discourse in the
city and participated in many meetings of the literati in the Orti Oricellarii (Gardens)
belonging to the Rucellai family. In addition to discussing his thoughts and works
with these young men initially in a somewhat guarded fashion47, he also turned to
writing poetry, plays, short stories, and for the entire time that he was unemployed,
many, many letters to family, friends and acquaintances throughout Italy,48 some of
them humorous, raucous and bawdy, and some just eloquently sorrowful.49

Among the most important of these works were the two plays that are perhaps of
most interest to feminists, La Mandragola and Clizia, the plots of which have been
summarized in the addendum to this volume. The chief protagonists in both works
are women who demonstrate without a doubt, their ability to “rule a kingdom”. La
Mandragola is considered by many to be the most important comedy to have been
written during the Italian Renaissance50, despite its somewhat unsavory “moral” (if
one may use this term in this context). Other works include the story of Belfagor,
the Devil who Married, The (Golden) Ass, a take-off on the work of Apuleius, The
Life of Castruccio Castrocani, several tercets, including one on Fortune, several
Carnival songs, three sonnets written to Giuliano dei Medici while he was
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imprisoned, and an Epigram for Piero Soderini, which perfectly sums up his attitude
towards “good men” who do not know how to “play the game” of politics to win:

That night when Piero Soderini died,
His spirit went to the mouth of Hell.
Pluto roared: “Why to Hell? Silly Spirit,
Go up into Limbo with all the rest of the babies.” 51

Machiavelli’s last years were indeed bitter-sweet. After years of asking friends like
Francesco Vettori, the Florentine ambassador in Rome, and Francesco Guicciardini,
the Papal Governor of the Romagna, to intervene on his behalf with Rome to allow
him to obtain some means of employment beyond the occasional commission for
manuscripts, Machiavelli finally decided to go to Rome himself after the fall of
Pavia in 152552 to present his unfinished Istorie to the Pope and to plead the cause,
not so much for his own employment53, but for the establishment of a national
militia to help defend the country against the Imperial armies that were poised to
invade Italy en masse, and for the immediate fortification of the walls of the city of
Florence against such an attack.

Nothing came of his plea for a national citizen army in Rome, probably because
Guicciardini argued against arming the people of the Romagna who might not be
loyal to the Pope.54 But his constant efforts to warn the Pope and the Florentines on
the need to strengthen the walls of the city in anticipation of a siege by the combined
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German and Spanish armies of the Emperor Charles V, eventually led to the
establishment of a body known as the “Five Curators of the Walls” with Machiavelli
as its Chancellor. But neither he, nor the municipal government of Florence, nor the
pleadings of Guicciardini could persuade Clement VII to spend the money necessary
to complete the fortifications in time.

55

Instead, the Pope signed a series of truces

with the Emperor and his rivals, the Colonna family of Rome, and, much to the
dismay of Machiavelli and Guicciardini, disbanded his troops in an effort to save
money (!). Those truces were almost immediately broken and Clement VII was
imprisoned until he was able to pay a large ransom.56

And when, in 1527, those armies did indeed come south, Florence barely escaped
their initial onslaught but Rome did not. For eight days the starved, rapacious,
undisciplined mob of German and Spanish troops sacked the city of Rome, killing,
raping, and demanding ransom of thousands of the city’s inhabitants--cardinals,
clergy, nuns, merchants, children as well as adults, rich and poor alike--to the extent
that the waters of the Tiber ran red with blood.57 Clement VII himself was forced to
seek shelter, first in the Castel Sant’Angelo (Hadrian’s Tomb), and then to flee into
exile to the city of Orvieto, just south of Florence. The pike marks of the German
troops can still be seen on the walls of the Raphael Stanze in the Vatican, where, it is
reported, horses were stabled. They left Rome months later after destroying many
of the works of art and libraries of the city, and retreated to Naples heavily laden
with gold objects and religious artifacts from churches, homes and monasteries
alike.
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The immediate effect was the overthrow of the Medici government in Florence and
the return of the institutions of the Savonarolan republic. Machiavelli, now a wornout, sick man of 58, believed that since he was currently in the Chancery working to
complete the necessary fortifications for the city (while also serving periodically as
an emissary for the government and Guicciardini), he would be retained. Instead,
the man who had served as Second Secretary under the just-exiled Medici was
appointed to the position with no thought of Machiavelli or of all the work he had
already put into the project.58

Having long been held suspect by the Medici for his republican connections, he now
found himself distrusted not only for his Medicean connections, but also for his
personal reputation as a roue’ and because many Florentines believed that his
writings had served to teach the tyrants how to despoil them of their liberties 59.
Therefore, while others like Vettori and Guicciardini eventually survived the
overthrow60, Machiavelli did not. His social status was not sufficiently high enough
for him to garner the kind of public support necessary for him to achieve a second
political reincarnation under the restored republic, nor did he live long enough to
join his friends Vettori and Guicciardini in the new Medici regime that was
established in 1530.61

Machiavelli died on June 22, 1527, some say of a broken heart, but more likely of a
ruptured stomach ulcer. The epitaph on his tomb 62 in the Church of Santa Croce in
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Florence reads: “Tanto nomini nullum par elogium” (“To such a name no eulogy is
equal”). But perhaps a more apt epitaph should have read: “I love my native city
more than my own soul”. 63
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